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Seriality in a Culture of Binging: Comics, Television, and the Challenge of “Doing Both” 

I do think there is something to be said, like, can we do both? Can we have…so that the larger 
narrative of the arc is still mysterious and unfolding issue by issue, but you get some sense of 
completed narrative in each issue? Is that a challenge we can meet? Let’s try. 

- Kelly Sue DeConnick, Writer, Pretty Deadly 
 
 In 2004, Jeffrey Sconce passingly observed that aspects of his analysis of a new 

phenomenon in television (the “what if?” episode) bore striking resemblance to something 

Marvel and DC Comics had been doing with their stories for many years. “While it may seem 

anticlimactic to argue that television, after a half century of development, has at last achieved the 

narrative sophistication of the comic book, this does seem to be precisely what is happening 

across a number of current television genres” (209). More than a decade later, this observation 

remains largely unexamined, as television scholars continue to privilege discussions of Trollope 

and Dickens over those of Siegel, Kirby, and Lee. In the process these scholars have bypassed 

and ignored television’s arguably closer media cousin, for comics are both more recent, and (by 

virtue of their frame-driven, visual nature) more formally similar than the lengthy prose 

publications to which television is more frequently compared. Sconce suggests that the 

reluctance to discuss this relationship may stem from seeing comic books as “a less-than-

flattering comparison,” but notes that such a view “misunderstands the sophistication of 

television (and of comic books, for that matter)” (209). 

 Taking up Sconce’s lead, then, the aim of this paper is twofold: first, to establish that 

there is a significant similarity between television narrative and narrative in comic books, 
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predicated on their shared serial modality, and then to consider the challenges both media face as 

new forms of consumption alter the pace at and context in which these narratives are consumed. 

In particular, this paper aims to draw attention to the strong parallels between two media – 

television and the academically underappreciated “funny book” – which tend to be overlooked 

despite the fact that the two media grew and matured alongside one another. I believe reluctance 

to draw these parallels has hindered some insight into how both comics and television operate 

and are received, insight that might be gleaned by considering how the narrative levels of 

television episodes relate to the frames, pages, and issues of comics. 

CASE STUDY: WAID & SAMNEE’S DAREDEVIL AS PRIMETIME SERIAL 

 In early 2014, hot off the tail of an acclaimed run in which Matt Murdock revealed his 

identity as Daredevil to the world, lost lawyering privileges in New York, attended his best 

friend and legal partner Foggy Nelson’s funeral, and headed across the country, Marvel Comics 

launched a new ongoing series. Under the auspices of writer Mark Waid and artist Chris Samnee 

(the two are described within the book as co-storytellers), Daredevil (2014- ) features Matt trying 

to start fresh with a new legal practice in San Francisco, far from the woes of his past life. It is 

this ongoing monthly comic through which I will discuss elements of television seriality and 

their parallels in comic book publication.  

 The first issue of Daredevil drops the reader directly into the action, as a child has been 

kidnapped and a man with extraordinary senses of hearing and smell races to track her down. 

Not until the fifth page do the credits arrive, introducing the titular character and the creative 

team responsible for the issue. As Daredevil races to save the kidnapped child, fight off some 

bad guys, and Save The Day, we are briefly introduced to the characters, locations, and plot 

elements that will form the backbone of the series in the months to come. And then, after a 
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denouement, the final frame of the final page of the issue introduces one more character – a 

surprise for those acquainted with the previous run of Daredevil, and a twist to hook readers into 

picking up the second issue, accompanied by the words “NEXT: The Devil and the Darkness.”  

 Daredevil (2014- ) #1 functions in much the same way as a television pilot, introducing 

Matt Murdock, his partner Kristen McDuffie, the deputy mayor Charlotte Hastert, and other 

characters who will become part of the main cast of the series. We are also introduced to the 

setting of San Francisco, and in particular to the fact that Matt is still adjusting to his new 

location and its differences from the concrete jungle he left behind in Hell’s Kitchen. It’s a great 

deal of exposition, but that’s necessary for a pilot. The cold open before the credits sets the tone 

for the book prior to the audience’s formal welcome. Subsequent issues will begin with the 

credits on page one along with a recap of earlier events, and in this way Daredevil #1 is similar 

to many television pilots in that it includes some elements which are dropped as new installments 

are released1. 

 Yet before considering how Daredevil’s first issue, and comic book issues in general, 

figure into larger arcs (and ultimately series), it’s worth considering more in-depth how Waid 

and Samnee achieve narrative impact within a single issue in ways strikingly similar to the 

mechanics of primetime serial television described by Michael Z. Newman. “The way the story 

is unfolded bit by bit encourages viewers to take an interest in it,” notes Newman, and “situation 

comedies, episodics, and serial dramas all organize their stories into rather short segments” (17). 

These segments are identified as beats, “and they are television’s most basic storytelling unit.” 

Newman quantifies beats in temporal terms, noting that they can be quite brief but should not 

last more than a couple pages before audience attention is endangered. The necessary concision 
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demands that every second count: “No moment is without a dramatic function, no scene is 

redundant with other scenes or digressive from the narrative’s forward progress” (18).  

 According to Newman, the average television episode has about twenty-five beats (18). 

Daredevil #1 is roughly 23 pages of story, so it seems sensible to identify the closest proxy for 

beats in comic narrative as the page. There are, of course, exceptions: sometimes (as in the 

cliffhanger ending noted earlier), the comic beat is relegated to a single panel; other times, 

particularly in “spreads” where paneling is eschewed for a single two-page scene, one page is 

insufficient for the beat. 

 The beats of Daredevil #1 fall roughly into this pattern, albeit with fewer beats taking up 

more pages (though not in excess of that 2.5-page golden rule). Beat one introduces Hastert and 

the missing child. Beat two (pages two and three) introduces Matt and his skills. Beat three 

unveils Daredevil (both on-page, and with the arrival of the delayed credits). Beat four is a 

spread, dynamically depicting Matt’s past through a series of visual flashbacks. Beat five snaps 

back to the present, with Daredevil having recovered the missing child and lamenting his 

unfamiliarity with the city. Beat six is an encounter with an attacker. And so forth.  

 “In serial narratives recapping is especially important because of the large quantity of 

data about the story world that forms the background of any new developments” (Newman 18), 

and one might imagine this to be particularly true for a character like Daredevil who, despite this 

being the first issue in a new run, has a canonical past reaching back through fifty years of 

comics. As noted earlier, subsequent issues will include an explicit recap page, but here the 

recapping necessitated by Daredevil’s seriality is handled in that fourth beat, bringing readers up 

to speed on how a random kid in Hell’s Kitchen became the costumed hero risking life and limb 

to save a stranger’s child in San Francisco.  
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 One might argue that the fact that there are past Daredevil stories makes this series a poor 

comparison to television serials which, by and large, are the first opportunity to encounter a cast 

and its story, however it’s worth noting that narratives are always encountered in medias res; 

Barney Stinson, Jed Bartlet, and Meredith Grey are presumed to have no less rich a history than 

Matt Murdock’s. The fact that his is more physically accessible does not unburden Waid and 

Samnee from the responsibility of engaging their audience’s attention and providing enough 

information to keep readers on-board regardless of prior (paratextual) comprehension.  

 The succession of beats combine to create Newman’s second level of narrative, the 

episode, demarcated by some form of closure (though Newman acknowledges that “closure” can 

be fickle). The parallel to episode here is more straightforward: the individual issue. While 

Daredevil #1 introduces strands of many potential narratives (especially in its final frames, with 

the cliffhanger), it still provides the “resolution of narrative cause-effect chains” in that the child 

who had been taken hostage when the issue begins has been recovered and returned home safely 

by the issue’s conclusion (20). Newman identifies this kind of resolution as necessary for 

sustaining a serial audience in the long run, noting that “while the regular audience may relish 

being strung along by the ongoing story lines, it also may dislike feeling frustrated at the end of 

an episode” (20). The audience may know that resolution will come eventually, but deferring it 

too long may lead audiences to abandon the story (or, as will be discussed later, to wait until they 

can experience it with shorter delays between conflict introduction and resolution).  

 Over the course of the first dozen issues of Daredevil, many long-term conflicts and 

relationships are introduced without being neatly resolved in the same issue: what happened to 

Foggy Nelson, Matt’s relationship with Kristen, San Francisco’s reception of Daredevil, the 

lasting ramifications of Matt’s identity having been made public. These longer-term narrative 
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elements constitute Newman’s third level: the arc. If in television, “…the viewer’s interest in 

character is often a product of recognizing familiar bits of action, mise en scène, and dialogue,” 

one’s investment in Daredevil’s cast comes through the iconic suit and weapons, the law offices 

of Murdock and McDuffie, the Golden Gate Bridge, and the many conversations the characters 

have, both aloud and through internal monologue (Newman 23).  

 For example, the cliffhanger ending of the first issue reveals that the late Foggy Nelson is 

a lot less dead than the world presumes, and this situation remains a driving arc across the first 

year of the series. After the pilot issue set the stage, issues 2-4 focus on Matt’s confrontation 

with an old enemy (The Owl). These four issues hang together on their own, and in the aftermath 

of providing closure to the Owl story, Waid and Samnee switch gears and finally explain why 

Foggy is not dead: Matt orchestrated his fake demise so as to protect him from the inevitable 

backlash that would arise when Matt went public with Daredevil’s identity. Foggy’s situation 

won’t be foregrounded again for quite some time (the next miniature plot arcs are 2, 3, and 3 

issues long, respectively), but in his conversations with Matt and Kristen he will question Matt’s 

decision and struggle against the fact that it will all have been for nothing if his desire to come 

out of hiding results in him being identified in public as alive and well. Foggy Nelson is only in 

the spotlight for a single issue in the first year of Daredevil, but his story sees development, 

resolution, and new challenges over the course of that entire year. 

 It is not only through Newman’s eyes that Daredevil appears to justify my claim that 

comic books follow similar conventions to those of television, of course. The aforementioned 

dynamic of Daredevil #1’s opening pages, where the story precedes the credits, I’ve called a cold 

open after Sean O’Sullivan’s description of a device in television whereby “there are in effect 

two beginnings to each program—the credits sequence (the spin) and the beginning of the show 
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“proper” (the drive)” and these two beginnings are presented in reverse order (65). Perhaps more 

intriguingly, his later observation of a fifth episode in a season enacting a caesura (shattering of 

unity vis-à-vis poetic convention) that transforms “the trajectory not only of [a character] but also 

of the central group of characters around him” (66) seems uncannily to mirror the “What killed 

Foggy Nelson?” #5 issue of Daredevil’s first year.   

 There are, naturally, more mundane factors impacting the two media that nevertheless are 

likely responsible for some of the similarities. Both network television and mainstream 

American comic books rely on advertising money for production, and to ensure audiences are 

exposed to these advertisements they are inserted between beats (or pages). Creators must take 

these scheduled interruptions into consideration, or else there is a real risk of completely losing 

the audience’s narrative engagement. Thus the formal elements and aesthetic goals are both 

dictated to some extent by commercial concerns (a point Newman not only acknowledges but 

credits for some of the power a commercially-constrained narrative may gain from its 

constraints; 17). Moreover, both television and mainstream American comic books rely on a 

steady and significant audience to justify continuing a given series. The very real financial need 

to keep audience members returning from installment to installment, without frustrating them 

with too little closure within the individual installment, is likely as strong a factor in shaping 

these narratives as any aesthetic concerns that might otherwise push for faster or later resolution.  

UNBREAKING THE INTENTIONALLY BROKEN 

 The advent and proliferation of DVRs, online streaming services (like Netflix, Hulu, and 

Amazon Prime), and the rampancy of piracy are rapidly transforming the nature of television 

consumption. An industry still predicated on an assumption of weekly airings, riding on the back 

of paid interstitial advertisement, must come to terms with a viewership that increasingly sets its 
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own viewing schedule, bypasses commercial interruption, and is willing to postpone 

consumption until months or years beyond initial publication for the opportunity to experience 

an entire narrative in a matter of days instead of over the course of many weeks. If, as O’Sullivan 

has argued, the default mode of television is a seriality which, “by definition, [is broken]” and 

“broken on purpose,” audiences of today are increasingly driven to unbreak it (60).  

While I will leave it to others to debate whether it is the responsibility of showrunners to 

bend their craft to the whims of an audience, the fact remains that whether they choose to 

acknowledge it or not the environment into which their creations are being released is evolving, 

and the work their creations do may, contra their intentions, be very different when the 

intentionally engineered gaps are eradicated. Today’s audiences, it seems, are editing time out of 

their television, and I believe it is worth considering the impact this can have on both the 

continuing creation of serial narratives, and the sorts of long-form narrative to which this new 

form of consumption may better lend itself.  

Of course, the postponed collection of television episodes for so-called binging is not a 

novelty of the digital era, as DVD and VHS collections preceded their 21st Century counterparts. 

Yet the ease and spread of access to this new form of consuming televisual content has no doubt 

contributed significantly to the adoption of new viewing patterns, and those who may have been 

unwilling to wait for years to get a box set of a show may be willing to wait a few months to 

watch it on Netflix. As such, while it is impossible to say whether delayed or binged watching 

has outpaced traditional (live and “broken”) watching, it is certainly common enough that 

ignoring this side of one’s audience is a questionable decision at best for those who make TV.  

Yet while television continues to wrestle with this new reality about its audience, the 

American comic book industry has been attempting to deal with it for years. The vast majority of 
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titles from major publishers (especially from Marvel and DC Comics, the two tent-pole titans of 

the industry) are released on a monthly basis, occasionally with a bonus “annual” issue, resulting 

in an average of 13 issues a year. And while television, by virtue of a pattern of sweeps and 

midseason hiatuses, tends towards more episodes in less time, it must be noted that premium 

television producers (such as HBO, Showtime, and lately Netflix and Amazon) are increasingly 

also seeing a year’s worth of story as properly fit into a similar number of episodes (10 for the 

latest season of Penny Dreadful; 10-11 for Alpha House; 13 for Game of Thrones, House of 

Cards, and, recently, Daredevil).  

Readers of comic books, like viewers of television, know that in time the individual 

segments of an ongoing story will be collected in a single volume – the trade paperback (or 

simply “trade”) – and many readers eschew monthly reading entirely in favor of “trade-waiting”: 

only reading books when their arcs are collected for single-sitting consumption rather than put up 

with the suspension and guesswork which waiting from month to month to see how a story will 

unfold entails. And just as DVDs or streamed seasons omit the advertisements between scenes or 

beats, trades omit the ad pages that break the flow of monthly issues.  

The prevalence of trade-waiting is something that frequently concerns creators in the 

comic industry. In a recent interview with Comicvine.com, Kelly Sue DeConnick and Emma 

Rios (writer and artist, respectively, of Image Comics’ Pretty Deadly) discussed the pros and 

cons of how their book could be experienced by traditional versus trade-waiting readers: 

 

DeConnick: I have to say that, and I think this is a…I think this is a mistake on my part, 

and, I’m so proud of the book, I love the book so much. I don’t know that I would do it 

any differently if I could, but I do think it reads better in trade, and that is a bummer. And 
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that is a thing that I am aware of, going forward…In the second arc, I would like to 

improve my craft so that it reads as well in individual issues as it does in trade. I think 

that the first arc, as much as I love it and as proud as I am of it, it’s a much more solid 

read in a larger chunk… That thing about it is a thing that I wish wasn’t so. 

 

Rios: …What you mentioned about the single issues, in my opinion, yeah, it’s true that 

the story is more understandable in the trade, but I think one of the most successful things 

with Pretty Deadly was having people playing with the world and trying to figure out the 

story. 

 

DeConnick: I think that has an appeal to a specific kind of reader, and I AM that kind of 

reader, so I don’t mind being lost, it doesn’t bother me that it wasn’t until the third issue 

that we let you get oriented…but there are a lot of readers for whom that is problematic.  

 

DeConnick’s admission that she and Rios didn’t allow “you to get oriented” until 

halfway through Pretty Deadly’s five-issue arc evokes the intentional brokenness O’Sullivan 

describes as quintessential to seriality. Frustration of an audience’s innate desire to understand 

what was happening and how pieces fit together wasn’t an accident – it’s not something 

DeConnick would do any differently; rather, it is a decision made to give ongoing readers an 

opportunity for “playing with the world” and actively engaging with its myriad potential 

meanings in the months (“the gaps”) between one issue (“the old”) and the next (“the new”; 

O’Sullivan 62). Inherent in Rios’ defense of brokenness, then, is a commentary on what would 

happen to the monthly experience of Pretty Deadly were it more explicitly tailored to a trade-
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waiting audience: the suspense and play driving the reader to anxiously await new issues would 

be gone, and along with it much of the momentum that allows monthly comic books to keep 

readers coming back and keep themselves from being cancelled. Here is the “managed 

dissatisfaction” which, according to Robyn Warhol, Reed Hastings has identified as pivotal to 

motivating television viewers to stick with their serials, too (2).  

And so maintaining an ongoing readership is as much a practical concern as an artistic 

one (as is so often true in entertainment), yet neither Rios nor DeConnick is discounting the 

importance of creating a story that will not be so disjointed as to become gimmicky or 

unreadable when encountered without the gaps between the end of one chapter and the beginning 

of the next. “I do think there is something to be said, like, can we do both?” wonders DeConnick. 

Can an ongoing narrative feel broken enough to function as a proper serial while still feeling like 

a cohesive whole when unbroken?  

Perhaps this is an uninteresting question. The prevalence of binging – both of comics and 

of television – would suggest that even if the unbroken serial is not optimal, it is still good 

enough that many viewers willingly embrace it; why then should their needs be further catered 

to? After all, a trade-waiting audience is not yet the basis of the financial model in either the 

comic or television industry; while this audience is appreciated and relied on to recoup 

production costs, it is the ongoing serial audience that ultimately determines which books avoid 

cancellation, which shows earn renewal. So does the financial model shift to accommodate the 

new, binge-happy audience as a core consideration? Or are serial viewers still privileged in the 

creative and financial decision-making processes? It is in response to this question that the comic 

industry and the television industry – thus far rather similar – seem to me to most clearly diverge.  
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CASE STUDY: NETFLIX’S DAREDEVIL & GIVING BINGERS WHAT THEY WANT 

 On April 10, 2015, Netflix released the first season of Daredevil. Broken into thirteen 

individual episodes, Netflix’s Daredevil looks just like any other premium television season, 

with one glaring difference: these episodes had not previously been released as a serial. Unlike 

the comic books in which the character has been appearing for just over fifty years, and unlike 

other Marvel-produced television endeavors (such as Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., the first season of 

which is available on Netflix alongside Daredevil), those who opted to experience this new Matt 

Murdock story did not have to wait over a period of months from opening issue (or pilot) to 

conclusion: the whole thing was available at once, waiting to be binged.  

 Daredevil is of course not the first or only example one might examine – House of Cards 

and Orange is the New Black, other Netflix originals, paved the road that made a show like 

Daredevil possible. Yet it is perhaps the most appropriate place to point when it comes to 

considering the differences between how television and comics are engaging the binging 

audience, for two reasons. First, Daredevil name is enjoying a newfound popularity in both 

media, so these two different approaches to telling a story about him are contemporaries 

considered successful in their respective media. Second, as a production of Marvel Studios, the 

Netflix offering and the ongoing comic book of the same name are both under the creative 

auspices of the same organization: Marvel has not chosen to tell a Matt Murdock story serially or 

in bulk, but is in fact doing both. 

 So if Daredevil was created with a binging audience in mind, does it still follow serial 

convention? If the show’s first episode is indicative of the remainder of the series, the answer is 

yes. Indeed, much of what Newman and O’Sullivan have observed about serial television holds 

true for Episode One of Netflix’s Daredevil. The show begins with an extended cold open which 
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recaps the accident which blinded Matt Murdock as a child and then brings audiences to a 

modern-day Hell’s Kitchen, where the adult Murdock discusses his past in a confessional booth 

before heading out to fight criminals and save would-be abductees from seemingly random 

crooks. The cold open serves to orient audience members to many of the elements which will 

characterize the coming series via Newman’s three arc elements: action, mise en scène, and 

dialogue, albeit in reverse order.  

The trappings of the Catholic church and confessional booth will be a recurring theme in 

Murdock’s troubled life (and will reappear in the credits sequence), while the discussion with the 

priest both fleshes out Matt’s history and introduces thematic touchstones for how Daredevil 

operates. Phrases like “he was always standing when he lost” and “let the devil out,” ostensibly 

about the late Jack Murdock, will take on a symbolic importance throughout the rest of the 

episode and the series, and the fact that when Matt talks about his father he also talks about 

himself reinforces the influence his father had on making him who he is today.  

 The action becomes literal as Matt, wearing a mask, takes on a group of armed criminals 

who are attempting to abduct several women. Here we are introduced to one of the most 

important stylistic elements of a series about a man who cannot see: the use of sound. Nuances 

which would be irrelevant in other shows take on a focal role here, as the clanging of a metal 

baton on the ground, the pounding heartbeat of an approaching thug, and the click of a handgun 

being cocked are all overtly emphasized for the audience so that we understand it is by keying 

into these details that Matt, blind, is able to not only survive but triumph in this battle. We do not 

need to ask how he knew someone was about to punch him, or where the baton had fallen, 

because the sound has made us, like him, aware of the landscape of the fight. This unique 
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application of sound characterizes the entire Daredevil series, its importance underscored by the 

fact that it is introduced prior to the opening credits. 

 The credits themselves2 emphasize the grim tone of the series with a menacingly 

contemplative score and a blood red dripping aesthetic mirroring Matt’s ability to “see” his 

world only by the cascading of sound over it. The Hell’s Kitchen, New York locale in which 

Daredevil is deeply embedded comes through in the bridge, water tower, skyscraper, and 

apartment complexes, along with the aforementioned looming presence of religion in the figure 

of a weeping stone angel and a towering cathedral. Blind Justice – a doubly apt metaphor for 

Matt, a sightless lawyer – is the first thing we see in the credits, while Daredevil’s bust, horned 

and hooded, is the last; two forms of justice, both with eyes covered.  

 Beat-wise, Daredevil #1 comes in at around twenty-six, right around Newman’s estimate. 

Yet, intriguingly, this is a show that is willing to risk audience attention loss, as some scenes last 

much longer than the 2.5-page limit Newman prescribes (assuming one page of script roughly 

translates to one minute of show time). For example, one scene (featuring an interview between 

Matt, Foggy, and their client Karen Page) lasts three and a half minutes, featuring nothing more 

than shots of the three characters looking at/talking to one another. Such decisions suggest that 

Netflix has taken audience for granted in a way network television producers are perhaps 

uncomfortable with doing; perhaps without the pressure to keep us from changing channels 

during the next commercial break, they are willing to push the limits of what can keep a person 

watching. 

 And indeed the concern about keeping up the un-invested audience member comes 

through in the episode’s approach to closure, as well. Several small plots are resolved: Karen’s 

case, introduced at 12:30, is “closed” by the episode’s end; Foggy and Matt look for an office 
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space during the eleventh minute and have their names on the door by the forty-eighth. Yet as the 

episode concludes in montage, we are introduced to the many unresolved plot threads waiting for 

Matt to tackle, including the criminals he confronted during the cold open. The intensity of this 

montage, and the overwhelming scale of what this one man punching a bag in an empty gym has 

set himself up against, seems to actively resist the idea that anything has actually been 

accomplished, that the closure – literally, in Page’s case – is an illusion on the brink of 

shattering. A standard primetime serial might have ended at 47:40 with the three main characters 

happily celebrating victory over a home-cooked meal, but Daredevil goes five minutes further to 

unravel that positive endnote.  

Part of what likely makes Daredevil so successful is the interface of Netflix itself which 

Robin Warhol keys in on: “the current screen that instantly starts a countdown as soon as one 

episode has ended: “next episode begins in 14, 13, 12, 11 seconds”” (2). A strong introductory 

episode, which has essentially (through deployment of numerous wide-open arcs in the final 

minutes of the episode) told audiences they have barely scratched the surface of what is 

happening in the series, establishes an inertia most viewers will have difficulty breaking. While 

one might pause if forced to actively decide whether to keep watching, it seems much harder to 

actively impede the launch of Episode Two.  

To be sure, this complex cliffhanger ending would succeed in a more traditional serial 

setting too, but Netflix doesn’t need to get people to come back in a week – they just need to 

create enough motivation to stop you from hitting “cancel” on the auto-play for twenty seconds. 

With more time to ponder and become frustrated at just how little happens in the first hour of the 

show, some weekly audience members might fall away after the premiere; but here on Netflix, 

with the option of immediately seeing what happens next, that risk is a lot lower. This raises a 
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fair question (which I won’t attempt to answer here), of whether the fact that Daredevil has a 

fantastic first episode necessarily means it is a fantastic pilot; the work it needs to do to hook an 

audience is arguably less substantial, and since it was filmed after the full season had already 

been greenlit, it didn’t have to win over the producers, either. 

WHICH WAY TO GO FROM HERE? 

 I noted earlier that responding to the tendency of audiences to binge or trade-wait has 

been rather different in comic books than in television. If Netflix’s Daredevil represents the 

television industry attempting to refocus its efforts on a new type of audience, then the comic 

book world has yet to truly embrace a similar philosophy. If catering to these audiences entails 

the dropping of a year’s worth of content instantly, the closest we see in the mainstream is 

Marvel’s Original Graphic Novel line. Yet even these books – standalone, 100+ page stories, 

only five of which have been published since 2013 when the line was launched – are seen more 

as experiments than as serious attempts to reinvent Marvel’s approach to publication. In the 

contingent Marvel Comics universe, the Original Graphic Novels are considered non-canonical; 

meanwhile Netflix’s Daredevil occupies (and makes reference to) the same world as both the 

traditionally serial Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. and the cycle of theatrical films that constitute the 

Marvel Cinematic Universe. For Marvel, at least, the television bingers are being taken seriously, 

while the potential to reach trade-waiting audiences by bypassing monthly publication cycles 

remains surprisingly untapped. 

 Up until now, I have presumed that the significant differences between ongoing 

reading/viewing and binging/trade-waiting are time and the presence/absence of intrusive 

advertising. With services like Netflix and Amazon, and indeed with most mainstream American 

comic books, this presumption is more or less justified; but in the case of DVD collections, 
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hardcover editions, and many independent comic trades, the differences may be more substantial. 

The advent of commentaries, bloopers, and other special features tend to mean that those who 

choose to buy a collected version of a television show experience more content (whether 

canonical or paratextual) than original audiences. No doubt this is largely due to the assumption 

that most people who buy a series have already seen it; the extra content is meant to incentivize 

or justify spending money on an experience the customer has already to some extent had.  

 With comic books, particularly creator-owned or independent endeavors, the reverse 

seems to be true: trade-waiting, as the name implies, often involves abstaining from ongoing 

exposure to a series so as to pick it up in bulk. If enough readers opt to trade-wait, a series 

without the marketing clout or name recognition afforded to Marvel and DC titles may not 

financially survive beyond an arc or two3. As such, individual issue purchases are often 

incentivized by collectible variant covers and/or the inclusion of special content in the final 

pages of the book (called “backmatter”) that will intentionally be omitted from the trades. The 

quantity and quality of this material varies greatly; in the case of Pretty Deadly, backmatter 

includes introspective letters and essays from the creators, bonus artwork, poetry, and even short 

stories. Another popular Image Comics title, The Fade Out, features essays about the real-world 

setting in which the fictional story is set. None of this content is included in trades, much to the 

chagrin of fans who write in asking if it might be. (Letter columns: another section of backmatter 

excluded from trades.) Only those who keep a book afloat are rewarded for their readership. 

 Practical motivations for incentivizing serial audiences aside, privileging the binging 

audience makes sense for one particularly noteworthy reason: posterity. Sure, contemporary 

audiences may have had a choice between reading Waid and Samnee’s Daredevil comics on a 

monthly basis or trade-waiting, but if you (or someone twenty years from now) wish to 
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experience the story, chances are it will be done via trade. And Netflix isn’t always the payoff 

for one’s patience: binging a season or two may not be the result of a conscious decision to hold 

off on watching when the show was live, but of coming to the show late and wanting to catch up 

before the premiere of a new season. Robyn Warhol cites Jason Mittell’s observation that DVDs 

(or the streaming libraries which are rapidly replacing them) become the de facto version of any 

show for future audiences; indeed, when looked at from a historical perspective, the audience 

who has access to an entire season or series at once will ultimately be much larger than the 

audience forced to wait for weeks or months to find out what happens next (6). If a show does 

not hold up well in collected form, it will not age well; though whether this is more a commercial 

or aesthetic concern, I won’t attempt to argue.  

 When serial narratives manage to translate well to condensed, unbroken form, they have 

the ability (if not a tendency) to attain a new life in that unbroken form. An excellent example of 

this phenomenon is Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’ perennial classic, Watchmen. Released in 

twelve monthly issues between September 1986 and October 1987, Watchmen reached a sizable 

monthly audience (generally over 30,000 issues through Capital City Distribution, and probably 

a great deal more than that4), though it was never a top seller and in fact only broke into the top 

ten Capital City sales for half of its issues (Miller). Watchmen was collected in trade later in 

1987, and arguably this is the way the majority of people who have experienced Moore and 

Gibbons’ magnum opus have done so.  

 Part of what may help Watchmen translate so well from long-form serial to collected 

trade is that each issue ends with seemingly paratextual material – letters, diary entries, news 

clippings – rooted in the universe of the story without clearly following in the temporal flow of 

the issue. And unlike Pretty Deadly’s backmatter, this material is included in the Watchmen 
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trade. Thus, whether you were a monthly reader or are experiencing the entire story at once, 

there is a built-in break between segments of forward-progressing narrative that may null the 

sting of a cliffhanger while simultaneously maintaining thematic cohesion. Seen as bridges 

between story chapters, this material translates perfectly to a single-sitting reading, without 

having taken anything away from the experience of being a monthly reader.  

To be sure, it must have been fun to wonder for months, Who killed The Comedian? or 

What’s the deal with Rorschach, anyway? Yet of the millions who have read enough Watchmen 

to know the answer to these questions, few needed to ponder them for more than a few hours. 

Had the suspension and uncertainty – the “playing with the world and trying to figure out the 

story” Emma Rios identifies – been the main substance of Watchmen, it is unlikely that when 

converted to trade (a format which obviates that sustained mystery) it would have achieved the 

level of popularity it has (let alone been named one of the greatest novels of the previous century 

by TIME Magazine).  

Indeed, while it may be a fool’s errand to prescribe what makes for good storytelling, at 

the very least it seems a serial’s ability to survive unbreaking makes for lasting storytelling. The 

success of catering to this unbrokenness (Daredevil was renewed for a second season within 

weeks of launching) suggests that comic books may want to take a page from Netflix’s playbook 

and try more lump-sum offerings in the future, acknowledging that in the end the condensed 

version is going to be the enduring experience anyway. Meanwhile, shows that seek to keep 

audiences tuning in weekly and live may look to variants and backmatter and figure out if loyal 

viewership can be similarly incentivized.  

In discussing the reign of the unbroken serial, of course, I’ve raised the specter of an 

uncomfortable question: once unbroken, is a show or comic still really serial? And are narratives 
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like Daredevil’s – episodic, but not nearly as broken – serial at all? A worthy consideration, to be 

sure…but you’ll have to tune in next time if you want an answer.  
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Notes 

1. There is also a cold open for Daredevil #9, which is the first issue after a major Marvel 

crossover event called Original Sin of which issues 7 and 8 were a part. Unfortunately it is 

beyond the scope of this paper to really wrestle with the role that this kind of event has on the 

narrative of an ongoing comic, or what developing a story with the needs of a contingent, 

external universe in mind might entail. Readers may have viewed #9 as a sort of return to 

“regularly scheduled programming” after Original Sin ended, and so to some extent the cold 

open may serve as a re-introductory echo of the first issue. 

2. This sequence can be viewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFYFh8w4758 

3. And even then, brand clout may be insufficient. Of the 52 titles launched by DC 

Comics in their “New 52” initiative in 2011, very few have survived, and some were cancelled 

only a few months into their run. 

4. John Jackson Miller’s informative article at Comichron.com explains the difficulty of 

estimating exact figures, since (1) DC distributed through many other distributors whose 

numbers are unavailable and (2) the miniseries (rather than indefinite ongoing) nature of 

Watchmen means that its sales and distribution would have looked different from most other 

series being distributed at the time. 
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